Toyota C-HR Hybrid
Accessories
Side Step Accessory - £886
Made of stainless steel, the Toyota side steps add an extra element of visual appeal to your
vehicle. Stainless steel plate on top of aliminium proﬁle of rubber antislip pads and plastic
end caps.

Roof Rack Accessory - £300
The Toyota roof rack is a lockable aerodynamic aliminium design that is easy to install and
remove. It provides a base for a wide range of specialised attachments such as luggage boxes,
ski and bicycle holders. For the vehicle which has 75kg roof load capacity.

Front Skirt Accessory - £570
Sculpted aerodynamic design to give your car an even more powerful appearence.

Rear Skirt Accessory - £570
Complement your car’s smooth ﬂowing lines while creating an extra dimension of sporty
looks and personality.

Genuine tailored ﬁt rubber ﬂoor mats help protect your carpets against the very worst
conditions that you or your passengers dare to tread inside. They are impervious to dirt,
mud and water and can be removed for easy cleaning.

Side underrun Accessory- £525 (Fitting £54)
The side underrun protector is the ideal combination of protection and style. It protects
your side areas and contribute to the premium image of the vehicle.

Front under guard Accesssory - £195 (Fitting £108)
The look of the city combined with a more rugged appeal. Ideally compliments the
rear under guard.

Rear under guard Accessory - £300 (Fitting £108)
The stylish underrun protector is the ideal cmbned of protection and style. It protects
your rear area and contributes to the premium image of the vehicle.

Trunk Liner Accessory - £72 (Fitting £0)
Tailored to ﬁt in the trunk of your vehicle and provide protection against dirt and spills.
The design features a special anti-slip surface pattern to help stop luggage moving.

Wind deﬂectors Accessory - £126 (Fitting £54)
Aerodynamically, shaped to reduce in-cabin wind noise and buffering when driving
with open windows.

Hood deﬂector Accessory - £111 (Fitting £54)
Custom designed to match the aerodynamic contours of your vehicle and work by diverting
airﬂow, it also provides your vehicle with an extra layer of protection to help guard the
bonnet of your vehicle against minor bumps and scrapes.

